BESTSELLING
HOLIDAY GIFT BOOKS
2019

Your Bookstore

™

COOKBOOKS FOR MODERN AND CREATIVE LIVING

Bulk: 25 per title minimum

Branded: 50 per title minimum

Books about food are acknowledged immediately bringing
pleasure throughout the season and for years to come

The Modern Cast Iron Cookbook

Holiday Slow Cooker

Classic cast iron cooking for
21st century tastes

100 recipes that are extravagant and gourmet,
yet easy to make for festivities

Softcover 9781641524032

Softcover 9781624144196

As low as $13.31

As low as $16.27

NEW
OCT 2019

Sunny-Side Up

Martha Stewart’s Cookie Perfection

More than 100 breakfast and brunch recipes
from the essential egg to the perfect pastry

Recipes that make ordinary cookies
absolutely extraordinary

Hardcover 9781635653700

Hardcover 9781524763398

As low as $18.49

As low as $19.24
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HOLIDAY GIFT BOOKS

Your Bookstore

™

COOKBOOKS FOR MODERN AND CREATIVE LIVING

Bulk: 25 per title minimum

Books about food are acknowledged immediately bringing
pleasure throughout the season and for years to come

Branded: 50 per title minimum

NEW
OCT 2019

Binging with Babish
100 Recipes Recreated from
Your Favorite Movies and TV Shows
Hardcover 9781328589897

As low as $22.20

Bobby at Home:
Fearless Flavors from My Kitchen
Welcome to Bobby’s, where powerhouse
flavors rule the day
Hardcover 9780385345910

As low as $24.05

Rustic Joyful Food:
My Heart’s Table
Seattle food star Danielle Kartes’s uniquely
homey and delicious recipes
Hardcover 9781492697879

As low as $22.20

Food52 Genius Desserts
Each recipe shines in a different way
and provides new twists
Hardcover 9781524758981

As low as $25.90
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Your Bookstore

™

BOOKS FOR EXPLORERS & ADVENTURE SEEKERS

Bulk: 25 per title minimum

Books invite us to dream about faraway places
and imagine the endless possibilities

Branded: 50 per title minimum

NEW
OCT 2019

Lonely Planet’s Best in Travel 2020
Ranks the hottest, must-visit countries,
regions, cities and best-value destinations
for 2020
Hardcover 9781788683005

Curiosities and Splendour
An anthology of classic travel literature
Classic travel writing from great authors and adventurers
Hardcover 9781788683029

As low as $18.48

As low as $13.31

NEW
OCT 2019

NEW
OCT 2019

Atlas Obscura, 2nd Edition:
An Explorer’s Guide to the World’s Hidden Wonders

1,000 Places to See Before You Die

Praised as the bestest travel guide ever, a joy to read and
reread, Atlas Obscura is a phenomenon of travel books

A visual journey of the best the world has to offer feeling
it all - joy, curiosity, awe, passion, nostalgia, inspiration

Hardcover 9781523506484

Hardcover 9781579657888

As low as $31.50

As low as $42.00

Deluxe Edition
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HOLIDAY GIFT BOOKS

Your Bookstore

BOOKS FOR LIVING WELL

™

Bulk: 25 per title minimum

Branded: 50 per title minimum

Especially as the new year approaches, we turn our attention to living
a healthy lifestyle and books can guide us on how to achieve those goals

Atomic Habits

On Being Human

Proven easy-to-understand guide for making good
habits inevitable and bad habits impossible
Hardcover 9780735211292

As low as $19.98

Well+Good Cookbook
100 Healthy Recipes + Expert Advice for Better Living
Food the busiest people in every facet of the
wellness world, fitness, beauty, spirituality,
women’s health, cook for themselves
Hardcover 9781984823199

As low as $22.19

A Memoir of Waking Up, Living Real, and Listening Hard
Jennifer Pastiloff’s honest and compelling memoir of self discovery
Hardcover 9781524743567

As low as $19.98

Imagine it Forward

Love and Lemons Every Day

Inspiring, fresh, candid, and deeply
personal book about how to grapple
with the challenges of change

More than 100 bright, plant-forward
recipes for every meal

Hardcover 9780451498298

As low as $25.90

As low as $22.20

Hardcover 9780735219847
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Your Bookstore

COFFEE TABLE GIFT BOOKS

™

Bulk: 25 per title minimum

Our coffee table books reveal splendid images of our Earth
and are a gift that will be admired and appreciated for a lifetime

Branded: 50 per title minimum

National Geographic
Simply Beautiful Photographs
Stunning photographs, portraits, animals,
landscapes, seascapes, nature, from
Nat Geo’s renowned image collection
Hardcover 9781426217265

As low as $14.79

National Geographic
Rarely Seen
Photographs of the Extraordinary
Features striking images of places, events, natural
phenomena, and manmade heirlooms seldom seen by
human eyes / Compact Edition also available - Inquire
Hardcover 9781426215612

As low as $29.20

Infinite Wonder:

Above the World:

An Astronaut’s Photographs
from a Year in Space

Earth Through A Drone’s Eye

Scott Kelly captures sunsets, moonrises,
aurora borealis, hazy tapestry of the Milky
Way; snapshots of an astronaut’s life and
work on the International Space Station

A spotlight on some of the world’s
best aerial photography
Hardcover 9783832733773

As low as $71.54

Hardcover 9781524731847

As low as $29.60
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National Geographic
Spectacle
Rare and Astonishing Photographs
A dazzling array of natural and manmade
wonders, unusual phenomena, and
amusing curiosities
Hardcover 9781426219689

As low as $29.60
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HOLIDAY GIFT BOOKS

Your Bookstore

BESTSELLING BUSINESS BOOKS

™

Bulk: 25 per title minimum

Branded: 50 per title minimum

CEO’s, c-suites, entrepreneurs, executives, sales professionals, business owners
and managers rely on the knowledge of bestselling authors to challenge or shift
their patterns and those of their teams for successful outcomes

What Color Is Your Parachute? 2020:

Raise Your Game

Leadershift

A Practical Manual for Job-Hunters and
Career-Changers

High-Performance secrets from
the best of the best

The 11 essential changes every
leader must embrace

Hardcover 9781546082866

Hardcover 9780718098506

As low as $19.98

As low as $20.71

Reboot

The Code

Talking to Strangers

Leadership and the Art of Growing Up

Silicon Valley and the Remaking of America

“CEO Whisperer” reveals why radical
self-inquiry is critical to professional
success and healthy relationships

Definitive history of Silicon Valley; the
story of mavericks, visionaries and the
powerful institutions creating the framework for innovation

What We Should Know about
the People We Don’t Know
Gladwell intellectual adventure, a challenging
and controversial excursion through history,
psychology, and scandals

Hardcover 9780399562181

Hardcover 9780316478526

The world’s most popular job-hunting
guide, revised and updated with more
than ten million copies sold.
Softcover 9781984856562

As low as $14.79

Hardcover 9780062749536

As low as $22.19

As low as $22.20

As low as $22.20
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Your Bookstore

BOOKS FOR CELEBRATING GOOD TIMES

™

Bulk: 25 per title minimum

Branded: 50 per title minimum

Celebrate the holiday season with books that offer options such as
simple recipes easy to master to the social customs of Downton Abbey

The Artisanal Kitchen:

Winter Drinks

Holiday Cocktails
Dozens of foolproof ideas for successful entertaining at home

Giftable collection of 70 cocktails built to
fortify against the cold

Hardcover 9781579658038

Hardcover 9780399581663

As low as $9.58

As low as $14.79

NEW
OCT 2019

How to Cocktail:
Recipes and Techniques for Building the Best Drinks

The Official Downton Abbey Cocktail Book

Kitchen secrets, techniques, recipes, and
inspiration to craft superior cocktails

Enticing collection of cocktails celebrating the
characters, customs, and drinking way of life
at Downton Abbey

Hardcover 9781945256943

Hardcover 9781681889986

As low as $18.49

As low as $18.50
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HOLIDAY GIFT BOOKS

Your Bookstore

HOLIDAY GIFT BOOKS

™

Bulk: 25 per title minimum

Looking for the perfect gift, think books.
Books for every age, every theme, any occasion

Branded: 50 per title minimum

Christmas Is Coming!

5:

An Advent Book

Where will you be
five years from today?

Crafts, games, recipes,
stories, and more
Hardcover 9781452174075

As low as $13.31

Winter Birds
One of the world’s finest bird artists,
Lars Jonsson, explores 40 of Sweden’s
best-loved winter birds
Hardcover 9781472942814

As low as $33.30

The Magic Book

This imaginative book offers insightful
fuel for embracing new possibilities
Hardcover 9781946873552

More than 750 rarely seen vintage posters,
photographs, handbills, engravings and
paintings tracing the history of magic
Cloth bound hardcover 9783836574167

As low as $30.40

As low as $12.54

Animal Kingdom

ESV Illuminated Bible

A Collection of Portraits
Studio portraits capturing the beauty,
power, and even humor of 150 furry
and feathered species - a delight for
any animal or bird lover

Art journaling edition with 500 elegantly
hand-lettered gold ink illustrations
Faux Leather 9781433558320

As low as $36.99

Hardcover 9781599621470

As low as $33.60
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Your Bookstore

HOLIDAY GIFT BOOKS FOR CHILDREN

™

Bulk: 25 per title minimum

New and old favorites that will endure
and be cherished by children and adults

Branded: 50 per title minimum

Frosty the Snowman

Rudolph the Red-Nosed Reindeer

The Night Before Christmas

Christmas Carols

Everyone’s favorite snowman
with a magic hat, a button nose,
and eyes made out of coal

This classic tale is a holiday favorite

A poem young and old love
to share at Christmas

Beautiful vintage illustrations
bring to life beloved carols and
hymns that families have sung
together for many generations

Hardcover 9780307960382

Hardcover 9780307988294

As low as $3.69

As low as $3.69

Hardcover 9780375863592

As low as $3.69

Hardcover 9781524771751

As low as $3.69

NEW
OCT 2019

Christmas Cheer
for the Grouchy Ladybug
A new book from Eric Carle
starring the Grouchy Ladybug,
who needs a little nudge to get
into the holiday spirit
Hardcover 9780062932266

Winter Dance

A Very Fiona Christmas

Snow is coming, it’s time to
get ready and the fox must
figure out what to next

Snuggle up, join Fiona and
her adorable animal friends
for a heartwarming holiday
romp through the zoo

Hardcover 9780544313347

As low as $12.57

As low as $7.39

Hardcover 9780310767732

As low as $13.31
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Your Bookstore

MISTER ROGERS’ NEIGHBORHOOD

™

Bulk: 25 per title minimum

Branded: 50 per title minimum

A television icon, Mister Rogers, and the lessons he communicated, are as popular as ever. Tom Hanks
appearing as Mister Rogers in the movie, A Beautiful Day in the Neighborhood, continues the
momentum and these books will be part of every child’s collection and on the bookshelf of every home.

NEW
OCT 2019

Mister Rogers’ Neighborhood:
Henrietta Meets Someone New
Henrietta Pussycat is unhappy about
a tiger coming to visit and learns about
change and acceptance
Hardcover 9780593119976

As low as $3.69

Everything I Need to Know I
Learned from Mister Rogers’
Neighborhood
Gift book that shows how the wisdom
of Mister Rogers’ Neighborhood is as
relevant for adults as it is for children
Hardcover 9781984826442

As low as $11.10

NEW
OCT 2019

Who Was Mister Rogers?

Mister Rogers’ Neighborhood

How Fred Rogers became one of
America’s most beloved television
personalities

This keepsake journal is a
wonderful way to remember
your favorite friendly neighbor

Softcover 9781524792190

Journal 9780762467020

As low as $4.43

As low as $11.06

Are You My Friend?

A Beautiful Day in the Neighborhood

A heartwarming picture book that
celebrates the work of Mister Rogers
and carries on his legacy of kindness
Hardcover 9781419736179

As low as $13.31

The Poetry of Mister Rogers
75 beloved songs from Mister Rogers’
Neighborhood and The Children’s Corner
are collected in this illustrated treasury
Hardcover 9781683691136

As low as $14.79
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GIVING BOOKS DURING THE HOLIDAYS IS SMART.
ADDING YOUR BRAND & MESSAGE IS EVEN SMARTER.
CUSTOMIZING OPTIONS
COVER IMPRINT
Softcover
& Hardcover
Books
Reinforce your brand by
adding a logo and message
to the front cover of most
any book (depending upon
available space). Standard
imprint method is 1-color pad
printing with ink. PMS color
matching is available at an
additional charge.
Cover Imprint
(1-color): $1.00/book

PROMO-PAGE
Most promotional products
offer a space for your logo…
a book with a Promo-Page
provides so much more!
A Promo-Page is a custom
designed and printed page
that is adhered (glued-in)
to a book’s 1st or 2nd page,
depending on the binding of
the book selected.
A Promo-Page provides space
for a logo, detailed
message, a personal letter,
full-color photographs, advertisements, contact information and more.

50 COPIES MINIMUM

BELLY-BAND
WRAP
Make a bold statement by
wrapping your logo and message in full-color around the
outside of any book.
A Belly-Band is a 1-sided,
custom designed and
printed paper band that
wraps around the book
and is secured behind the
front and back cover.
Belly-Band Wrap (full-color
printed): $2.00/book

CUSTOM BOOK
JACKET
Make almost any hardcover
book your own. Create your
own custom book jacket
featuring your unique full-color
artwork on the front cover,
back cover, and even include a
personal message or letter on
the inside jacket flaps. Design
services are available, inquire
for pricing (50 minimum).
Custom Book Jacket (full-color
printed): $3.00/book
Set-up: $90.00

Promo-Pages
(full-color printed):
$2.00/single-sided page

Cover Imprint, Belly-Band and Promo-Page Set-up: $40.00
Allow 10 business days for production time (from proof approval)

www.thebookco.com

Standard Production 10 business days from proof approval
Bulk orders ship within 3-5 business days
Please confirm your quantity as availability changes daily
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